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3 Challenging authority 
Epicharmus between epic and rhetoric 
ANDREAS WILLI 
Introduction 
For the literary historian, archaic and classical Sicily largely remains a terra 
incognita. The fragments ofStesichorus ofHimera's lyric compositions, the 
snippets from the eccentric Empedocles of Acragas' works on the nature 
of the universe and man's place in it, the two extant showpiece speeches by 
Gorgias ofLeo~tinoi, or the rare lines and words surviving from the mimes 
of Sophron are just enough to prove how much of value has disappeared.
1 
_ 
The greatest loss, however, may be that of the dramatic works of a writer 
who, in the eyes of later generations, embodied Sicilian literature more 
than anyone else: Epicharmus.2 Born probably in the 540s or 530s BC, 
Epicharmus was active during the reigns of Gelon and Hieron, first perhaps 
in Megara Hyblaia, later certainly in Syracuse. 3 When he died in the middle 
of the fifth century, at the age of at least 90, he left not less than forty 
or fifty plays which, in the edition prepared by Apollodorus of Athens in 
the second century BC, filled ten entire books.4 Of this output, not more 
1 After the brief remarks by Rostagni ( 1957), a first attempt to analyse and contextualise the 
remains of these authors in order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the literature, 
culture, and history of ideas of Greek Sicily has been made in Willi (2008); the present 
contribution on Epicharmus by and !arge follows some of the themes and arguments in that 
study (especially, though not exclusively, chapter 6). 
2 This will at least partly explain the number and diversity of Pseudo-Epicharmian writings that 
circulated in antiquity; cf. Epich. test. 9 (= Diog. Laert. 8.78: q,vo-107'.oyei, yvwµo7'.oyei, 
icrrpo7'.oyet 'he talks about nature, general principles, and medical topics') and the tradition of 
Epicharmus as a 'wise man' (Epich. test. 10 and 16 = Diog. Laert. 1.42 and Ael. VH2.34). The 
inauthenticity of many of these texts was already established in antiquity ( cf. esp. Athen. 
14.648d, after Aristoxenus fr. 45 Wehrli, Philochorus FGrH 328F79, and Apollodorus FGrH 
244F226), but disputes continue about the authorship of the so-called fragments ex Alcimo 
([Epich.] fr. 275-9): these are regarded as genuine for instance by Gigante (1953) 166-72, 
Pickard-Cambridge (1962) 247-55, Berk (1964) 88-93, Rodriguez-Noriega Guillen (1996), and 
Alvarez Salas (2007), as false byCovotti (1930) and Kerkhof (2001) 65-78; cf. Willi (2008) 
121--4, with further literature. 
' Cf. especially Epich. test. 1 (= Suda e 2766, s.v. 'E-rrixapµos), 4 (= Arist. Poet. 1448a30--4), and 6 
(= Anon. De com. [Proleg. De com. m] 15-16, p. 8 Koster), and the discussion in Willi (2008) 
119-21. 
4 Cf. Epich. test. 9 (= Diog. Laert. 8.78 and [Lucian.] Macr. 25) on Epicharmus' age, Epich. test. 
34 (= Apollodorus FGrH 244T18) on Apollodorus' edition. 
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than some 240 fragments, most of them very short, have come down to 
us.5 
To study these fragments is interesting for various reasons. One of them 
has little to do with literature and culture, at least at first sight. In the 
almost complete absence of epigraphic material from archaic and classical 
Syracuse, the Epicharmian fragments constitute our most precious source 
for the reconstruction of the local Doric dialect of the city. lt goes without 
saying that one has to be very careful in using them for this purpose as 
they might include 'literary' or parodic elements which have nothing to 
do with 'real-life' fifth-century Syracusan.6 However, the fragments display 
a !arge enough number of linguistic features which are in line with our 
expectations for a Corinthian colony located in Sicily and which do not 
appear to be particularly literary to warrant the conclusion that the basic 
layer of Epicharmus' comic language was indeed common or everyday 
Syracusan.7 To cite but a few examples which will help in reading some of 
the fragments quoted below, relevant items are for instance verbal forms 
such as a first person plural KaMoµes ( ~ Attic Ka/1.ovµev 'we call'), the 
aorist participle evewv ( ~ Att. eA6wv 'coming'), or athematic infinitives in 
-µe1v (e.g. e1µe1v 'tobe' ~ Att. eTvm), pronominal forms such as genitive 
eµevs/eµovs and dative eµiv ( ~ Att. eµov and eµoi), and local and temporal 
adverbs in -EI, such as TE\öE 'here'. Moreover, while all of these have parallels 
elsewhere in Doric-speaking parts of the Greek world, there are also certain 
elements which are, as far as we can tel1, typically Sicilian:8 these include on 
the one hand occasional peculiarities of phonology, morphology and word 
formation - such as the metathesis in the pronoun \f/E for crcpe, perfect forms 
with present endings like 8e6oiKw for 8föo1Ka 'I am afraid', or the abundant 
use of verbs in -6:l:;w ( e.g. 6:Kpo6:l:;oµm for 6:Kpo6:oµm 'to listen') - and on the 
5 The standard edition, used throughout this article, is now Kassel and Austin (2001 ); this 
includes the Pseudo-Epicharmian fragments as weil as excellent brief annotations and thus 
supersedes Kaibel (1899) and Olivieri (1946). 
6 On Epicharmus' response to the literary culture ofhis time see most recently Willi (2008) esp. 
163-8 and 176-7, as weil as Rodriguez-Noriega Guillen (this volume). 
7 Fora comprehensive description and analysis ofEpicharmus' dialect see Willi (2008) 125--46, 
where full lists of attestations and references are given for each feature and where the question 
of coexisting variant forms ( e.g. infinitives in -µe1v and -µev) is discussed. In the standard dialect 
handbooks, Syracusan - like other 'colonial' dialects - is normally treated together with the 
dialect ofits metropolis (see esp. Thumb and Kieckers (1932) 128-34, with a separate section 
on Epicharmus and Sophron on pp. 210-17; but cf. also Sicca (1924)). 
8 Cf. Willi (2008) 139--46; on Sicilian 'f'E = o-q,e see especially Apoll. Dysc. Pron. p. 101.2 
Schneider, on oeooiKw Hdn. mpi aKAiTwv j'rriµaTwv, p. 30.1 Hilgard (= Epich. fr. 188), on 
productive -ai;w Heraclides apud Eust. in Od. 10.190, on v6µos Pollux 9.,79 (with Laroche 
(1949) 234-8), on KVj3tTOV Ruf. Eph. Part. Corp. 79, p. 143.10-11 Daremberg-Ruelle (with 
Cassio (2002) 68-9, Willi (2008) 30). 
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other lexical items such as the noun v6µos used for a piece of money (Epich. 
fr. 134) or the verb Kvß1Ti~w which is glossed as naie1v ,c';':> 6:yKwv1 'to push 
with the elbow' (Epich. fr. 220), hence derived from Kvß1Tov 'elbow', and 
thus ultimately related to Lat. cubitum 'elbow' (Kvß1Tov probably being a 
Sicilian Greek loan from the local Italic language Sicel spoken in eastern 
Sicily). So, the linguistic evidence alone already encourages us to try and 
situate Epicharmus' work in its distinctive 'colonial' or 'Western' Greek 
contex.t, without yielding to the temptation oflooking at it merely from the 
more familiar metropolitan perspective. 
Meanwhile, to regard the Epicharmian fragments as nothing more than 
a dialectologist's quarry would of course be highly inadequate. lt is true that 
a large number of them have been preserved by ancient grammarians and 
lexicographers precisely because of their linguistic interest; and disappoint-
ingly little can be made of another substantial group of fragments whose 
survival is due to Athenaeus, which name various kinds of fishes and other 
food, often in the form of extensive and not very exciting lists. Thus, the 
modern reader and critic has to perform a certain amount of philological 
hard work in order to understand how Epicharmus could become known 
and admired weil beyond Sicily by the fourth century at the latest,
9 
as ref-
erences in both Plato and Aristotle suggest. In Plato's Theaetetus (152e = 
Epich. test. 3) Epicharmus is called the &Kpos KWµ~oias, the 'originator of 
comedy', a counterpart to Homer as the aKpos Tpay~8las, and Aristotle 
famously names Epicharmus (alongside the more obscure Phormis) when 
he specifies in the Poetics (1449b5-7 = Epich. test. 5) that Sicilian comedy 
initiated the tradition of staging coherent plots, µ0601. To rediscover and 
reconstruct these plots, to trace the echoes, allusions, and lines of influence, 
is no doubt the principal task of the modern scholarwho wants to appreciate 
Epicharmus' place in the history ofliterature. How difficult a task it can be, 
and how much we are tapping in the dark, will become abundantly clear 
from the two case studies presented on the following pages. 
Epicharmus on the 'augmenting discourse' 
In his treatise On those whom the Divinity punishes with delay ( mpl TWV 
vn6 ,oü 6eiov ßpa8/cws T1µwpovµ/cvwv) Plutarch vaguely alludes to an 
9 Epicharmian influence already on Athenian Old Comedy has been detected by von Salis (1905) 
and more recently Cassio (1985) 39-43, and Kerkhof (2001) 133-43, but denied by Zielinski 
(1885) 243, Wüst (1950), and Fran~ois (1978) 52-8. 
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Epicharmian play whose title is not given and cannot be guessed (Plut. Mor. 
559b = Epich. fr. 136): 
TO:VTa YE Tois'Emxo:pµei01s fotKEV, E~ wv 6 o:i'.,~6µevos CXVEq>V Tois croq,ta,o:is A6yos, 
6 yap Ao:ßwv 1TCTAo:t TC XPEOS vvv O\JK 6q,eiAEl, yeyovws ETEpos, ö TE KATj6EiS foi 
oefovov ex6ES aKA T}TOS T]KEl TT] µepov· 0./\AOS yap EcrTl. 
This resembles the scene in Epicharmus whence the sophists have drawn the so-
called 'Augmenting Discourse' (o:i'.,~6µevos Myos). The one who had long been 
indebted is now no longer the debtor because he has become another person, and 
the one who was invited for dinner yesterday comes uninvited today: for he is 
another person. 
Without further help it would be impossible to gain much insight into 
Epicharmus' work from this remark. Fortunately, however, an anonymous 
papyrus commentary on Plato's Theaetetus clarifies things considerably, 
despite its own lacunose tex.t in which not every detail can be established with 
certainty (Anon. in PI. Tht. col. 71.12-40 = Epich. fr. 136). The following 
version is the one printed in the edition by G. Bastiniani and D. N. Sedley, 10 
with a translation added: 
'ETiixo:pµos, 6[µ1AiJ]cro:s TOiS nveo:[yopei01s,] &Mo: T[E] T!VO: Ey [eoloo:cr]K~ 
o[pa]1:1crr[o:, K0:1 TC mpi T]?V SXY~Ol;l[EVOV, ö] ~[6yw1] eq,oo[tKWl K0:1 mcr]T[wt 
e],:r~po:[tvE. ov µ11v] aXÄ 0? c;x[q,0001 yivov]TCX! Trp6cr9[ooi TE evo:p]yES, Ei O\Jl( 
[EcrTWS T!S] yj[ve]To:t l;l[Ei~wv f\ e]~[a)-rrwv· ?[i OE TOVTo,J ovcrio:t O.AA[~TE O.AAo:t) 
yivoyTo:t [füa TT]V crvv]exf\ pvmv. i::sx[i EK]~l;lWlOT}O"EV ffi/TC foi TOV cmO:!TOVJ.lEVOV 
cryµß9Aas Ko:i [ä]pvovµEVov T?V ffi/TOV eTvo:t füa TC Ta µEV 1Tpocryeyevf\cr6;1, Ta 
OE 0:1TEAT}AV6Evo:t, emi OE 6 0:1To:tTWV ET[vl,:rTT}O"EV ffi/TCV K0:1 EVEKo:AEiTo 1TC(A!V 
K[a)K?!Y?Y [q,a]crKOVTO? [aAA]? µHv] ?[T]vo:t TCV T[ETv]TIT1JK6T;, fop~[~,fü] TCV 
icyKo:Aov1;1[e]yov. · · 
Epicharmus, who had frequented the Pythagoreans, successfully staged many other 
plays and also the one about the 'Augmenting Discourse' ( o:i'.,~6µevos Myos) which 
he concluded with a methodical and convincing point. However, it is manifest that 
there are subtractions and additions if one who stands fast does not become bigger 
or smaller. But if this is the case, the substances are ever-changing because of the 
uninterrupted flux. He made a comic scene out of this with someone who claims 
back a loan and another who says that the money no longer belongs to the same 
person because something has been added and something eise taken away; then, 
when the creditor has beaten him and has been taken into court because of that, he 
too replies in such a way and says that the one who has beaten is one thing and the 
one who has been taken to court another. 
10 
Bastianini and Sedley (1995) 458 and 460, followed in Kassel and Austin (2001) 101. 
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With these hints we are able to reconstruct an outline ofEpicharmus' play: 
1 A lends money to B. 
2 When the repayment is due, A claims his money back. 
3 Debtor B denies that A has the right of claiming the money back because 
things keep changing: therefore the presentA is no longer the same person 
as the past A who lent the money. 11 
4 Understandably A gets angry and beats B. 
5 B takes A to court for violence. 
6 In court, A defeats B with B's own weapons: he argues that the past A, 
who beat B, is not identical with the present A, the defendant. 
Scholars have long identified this as a comic distortion of the philosopher 
Heraclitus' idea that all things are in flux and keep changing. However, the 
relationship between Epicharmus and Heraclitus may be more complex 
than has been recognised so far. In Epicharmus the doctrine of continuous 
change is applied to rhetorical practice, but this does not follow directly 
from Heraclitus' thought. At best it could be Epicharmus' invention.12 Yet, 
Epicharmus' point would be far wittier if it were not just based on a transfer 
which he came up with ad hoc; for if Epicharmus had been the first to 
look at the rhetorical potential of Heraclitus' doctrine of change, the scene 
would not comically unmask a false premise. In contrast, if someone before 
Epicharmus had already thought of exploring the practical implications of 
Heraclitus' theory, Epicharmus' contribution would be a comic reductio 
ad absurdum. At least to judge from the mechanisms of Attic comedy, 
this second possibility is more plausible: in Clouds, for example, Socrates 
perverts the grammatical theories of Protagoras, but Aristophanes does not 
invent them ex nihilo. 
Now, the Theaetetus commentary informs us, apparently without any 
reason, that Epicharmus had frequented the Pythagoreans (6µ1AT)cras To'i's 
nveayopEiois).13 It is possible that this 'superfluous' remark contains the 
key to the entire scene. We know that Heraclitus despised Pythagoras, even 
though the two thinkers shared some ideas, such as those concerning the 
11 Although Anon. in PI. Tht. eo!. 71.29-33, in contrast with Plut. Mor. 559b, at first seems to 
imply that the money, not the person, changes, the subsequent development shows that the 
latter change is crucial here too; on this cf. also the fragment exAlcimo [Epich.] fr. 276.11-12 
and Kerkhof (2001) 69-70. 
12 Thus Bernays {1853) 287, and, implicitly, Nestle (1942) 123, and Rodriguez-Noriega Guillen 
(this volume); only Reinhardt (1916) 119-21, doubts any connection with Heraclitus. 
13 Epicharmus _is repeatedly referred to as a Pythagorean in later tradition: cf. Epich. test. 9 ( = 
Diog. Laert. 8.78), 11 (= Plut. Num. 8.9), 12 (= Iambl. VP266), Pickard-Cambridge (1962) 
233-5, and Kerkhof(2001) 62. 
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existence of an invisible 'universal harmony', 6:pµoviri, or the reversibility 
of death. 14 Heraclitus criticised Pythagoras for TioAvµaeiri, empty learning 
without critical intelligence (Heraclit. fr. 22Bl29), and, more importantly 
in our context, he attacked him as the Ko1ri8wv apxriy6s. A scholion on 
Euripides explains this insult (Schol. Eur. Hec. 131, with Timaeus FGrH 
566rl32 on Heraclit. fr. 22B81):15 
Ko-rri6as Tas l\6ywv Ti:xvas EAEyov &l\l\01 TE Kai 6 Tiµmos oÜTWS yp6:<pwv· "wo--rE 
Kai <paivccrem µ11 TOV nveay6pav EVpETT]V ÖVTa TWV O:ATjfövwv KOTii6wv µTj6E TOV 
vq,''HpCXKAElTOV KaTriyopovµEVOV, al\X CX\JTOV Tov'Hpa:KAEITOV ElVal TOV al\ai;;ovEv6-
µevov." 
The rhetorical handbooks (Mywv T§xvm) were called Ko-rri6ES, 'knives', by others 
and also by Timaeus who writes: 'Thus, clearly not Pythagoras is the inventor of 
Ko-rri6Es properly speaking - even though he was insulted as such by Heraclitus -, 
but Heraclitus himself is the one who makes false pretensions.' 
lt is unlikely that Heraclitus really spoke of rhetorical TEXVm when he called 
Pythagoras 'head of the Ko1Ti8E5'. Presumably he rather qualified him as the 
inventor of'professional bla-bla'. In fact, later sources tel1 us that Pythagoras 
was a gifted rhetorician, with a particular proficiency in adapting the form 
and content of his speeches to the specific audience he was addressing: 
when he was speaking to women, for instance, he would not do it in the 
same way as when he was addressing children or young adults.16 Thus, 
the ideal Pythagorean speaker had to be able to take on different roles or 
personae depending on the occasion - and this, in turn, is most similar to 
the premise underlying Epicharmus' scene. There too the humour results 
from the - abusively instrumentalised - notion that the speaker's persona 
is subject to a change which modifies the communicative relationship with 
the addressee. Essentially, this is just an extreme (and perverted) form of 
the doctrine of the Kmp6s or 'right moment', which originated in early 
Pythagoreanism: Pythagoras had asserted that there cannot be a oiKmov, a 
'just thing', unless an action is adapted to the person whom it affects. 17 Later 
14 See Riedweg (2002) 150-1, on Heraclit. fr. 22B36, 22B54, 22B62, and 22B88; cf. also Kahn 
(1979) 126-30, and Hussey (1999) 101-5, on Heraclitus' doctrine ofthe soul. 
15 On the reference of this fragment to Pythagoras see Reinhardt (1928) 107-9, and Kahn {1979) 
114. 
16 Nicomachus FGrH 1063Fl (= Porph. VP20), Dicaearch. fr. 33 Wehrli (= Porph. VP 18), 
Iambl. VP 30 and 166, Schol. lambl. VPp. 150.10-11 Deubner; cf. Rostagni (1922), de Vogel 
(1966) 218-31, Riedweg (2002) 26-32. 
17 See de Vogel (1966) 119, on lambl. VP 179--82, and cf. Rostagni (1922) 160-8, and Detienne 
( 1962) 20-3, as well as Arist. Metaph. 985b23-32, according to whom the Pythagoreans tried 
to express the Katp6s arithmetically. In other early thinkers the term Katp6s also appears ( cf. 
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this same 'situationism' was going to be taken up by the earlies
t teachers of 
professional rhetoric, the Sicilians Korax and Teisias, 
18 and thence to make 
its way into the rhetorical teachings of Gorgias and his fellow
 sophists.19 
However, among the sophists - and fuelled by Protagoras' ho
rno rnens~ra 
principle (Prot. fr. 80B 1) - it was eventually going to degenerate into
 a kind 
of moral and/or ethical relativism kd individualism, which 
is of course 
reminiscent of the Epicharmian scene but which was no longer d
esigned for 
comic effect by its proponents. This is why Plutarch, in the pas
sage quoted 
above, refers to Epicharmus - or more precisely: the Epicha
rmian scene 
of the av~6µEvos Aoyos - as a precursor of the sophistic move
ment. What 
had started off as a comic distortion of Pythagorean situation
ism turned 
seriously real a few decades later. 
. 
Admittedly, some elements in the reconstruction just presente
d remam 
hypothetical. On a general level, though, it is a priori more
 likely that 
Epicharmus was influenced by, and made fun of, early Pyt~agor
ean rhetoric 
than that he mused on Heraclitean philosophy. As K. Remhar
dt once put 
it in a different context: How should the Sicilian comedian
s, let alone 
20 "f · 
their audience, have known or read the Ephesian hermit? B
ut even 1 1t 
were true that Epicharmus targeted Heraclitus, not the Pythag
oreans, with 
his av~6µEvos A6yos, and even if we therefore dismissed as ir
relevant the 
remark 6µ1Micras Tois Tiv6ayopEio1s in the Platonic commenta
ry, one fun-
damental fact would remain: that Epicharmus' comedy critica
lly reflected 
on the potentials and pitfalls of a sophistic rhetoric avant la lett~
~ ~timat~ly 
siding against the proto-sophist. Although the witty debtor m
1t1ally wms 
our sympathy, the balance of justice is soon redressed when th
e tables are 
turned. Once again the comparison with Aristophanes' Clouds 
is telling. By 
exploring the consequences of an inappropriate use of fashion
able rhetor-
ical techniques, Epicharmus' Syracusan comedy controls and, 
if necessary, 
Pittacus fr. 10.5.l DK, Bias fr. 10.6.11 and 10.6.17 DK, Hes. Op. 694
; Trede (1992) 57-8 and 
81-138), but for them it rather means the 'right measure' (cf. Sol
on fr. 10.2.1 DK; Wtlson 
(1980) 178-80) and no connection with interactive situation
s is established (cf. Tortora (1985) 
538-9). 
18 On these figures, neither of whose historicity must be que
stioned (pace Cole (1991) 23-7, and 
Schiappa (2001) 34-47), see esp. Arist. fr. 137 Rose (from Cic. Brut
 46), Arist Rh._ 1402al7-20, 
Arist. Soph. eL 183b31, Cic. De or. 1.91, Quint 3.1.8, Schol. Isoc. 1
3.19, and cf. Willi (2008) 
290--3. 
19 On the importance of the Katp6s in Gorgias cf. especially Gor
g. test. 82Ala ( = Philostr. VS 1 
praef.), Gorg. fr. 82sl3 (= Dion. Hai. Comp. 12.6), and s~e fu~ther
 Willi (2008) 2~4-8. . 
20 Reinhardt (1916) 121 ('Wie sollten die sizilischen Komöd
1endichter oder erst gar ihr Publikum 
den ephesischen Einsiedler gekannt oder gelesen haben?'), on
 [Epich.] ~: 276 whe~e the 
doctrine of human change is significantly connected w1th Py
thagoreamsmg reflect10ns on odd 
and even numbers (cf. Rostagni (1924) 65-8, and Falus (1968) 14
3-4, and on Pythagorean 
number theory Burkert (1962) 404-14, and Riedweg (2002) 
113-16). 
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restricts intellectual elites in the same way in which Aristophane
s' Athenian 
comedy will do it half a century later. 
Odysseus the deserter 
While the social functions of Epicharmian and Aristophanic c
omedy thus 
appear to be similar, there is another dimension which separ
ates the two 
poets: the 'colonial' one. In order to show in what sense Epichar
mus' drama 
can also be read as a 'colonial' genre, our second case study will 
now explore 
more fully another play: the '08vcro-Evs avT6µoAos, 'Odysseus t
he Deserter'. 
The '08vcro-Evs avT6µoAos is exceptional in that we here po
ssess one 
relatively substantial fragment of text (Epich. fr. 97). Its main
 part, lines 
7-17, is preserved on a second-century papyrus from Vienn
a (PVindob. 
2321), which was edited by T. Gomperz in 1889. In addition, sinc
e 1959 
much of the preceding six lines has also been known, for in 
that year E. 
Lobel published a fragmentary papyrus commentary on the sam
e play from 
Oxyrhynchus (P Oxy. 2429 = Epich. fr. 98). In PCG r, R. Kassel and C. 
Austin have now made accessible the following compound ve
rsion of the 
two pieces, including the more obvious supplements:
21 
( Od.) ]K[ ..... ] TI A [ 6:vov J TOVTOVTJ 
0[ ...... ]Evov6opws oT6v-rrEp /:m ... crvVTvxwv 
-V- ;:; päicrTa Ka TOVT 1:pyacraiµav T\ cm 
&XX 6pEw ( Ti, rpi'.;vp', 6:v1fi1s;), TOlOE TC::nxmoi TIEAas 
ws ew -rrovTJp(6T)mos. (B.) (6:AA) o:A18iws -rrovTJpos (ET). 
( Od.) ov yo:p Eµ-rra[Aiv J x. o:vvcrmµ' ovTws 6:Ao1ficr6m KaK6v 
-v E]v6wv TE!OE 6WKTJCYW TE Kai AE~ov[ ... ]WS 
po:1611! E}µE1v TOVTa Kai TOlS OE~lWTEpo1s cEµEv[s. 
(B.) -v-]Eµiv OoKElTE -rrayxv Kai KOTO: TPOTicOV 
5 
Kai i:o1K.,6Tws ETIEv~acro, ai TlS /:v6vµEiv y[ a ;\fi1. 
10 
(Od.) -v-]y' W<pEl/\OV 1:v6iov \JCYTIEp EKEATJCY[-v-
-v-] TWV aya61KWV KOKO: TIPOT!µacrm 6 [ v-
-v Ki v] 5vvov TEAE<rcra1 Kai KAEOS 6Ei'ov ~ [ aßEtv 
-v-]v µo;\wv ES O'.CYTV, TIO:VTa OEV cracpa[vews 
nv66µE]vos 8io1s T'Axmoi's Tim8i T'ATpfos cpi[Aw1 
15 
Ö:l.f' 6:-rray]yEiAm Ta TTJVEi'KavTos 6:crKTJ6iis . [ 
J:.: .. i'![ 
21 
Kassel and Austin (2001) 60, after the first editions by Gomp
erz (1889) and Lobe! (1959) 
respectively. 
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( Od.) ' ... this roaming ... just as ... encountering ... I c~~d very easily do this or 
any other thing, but I see - why are you hurting me, you 1d10t!? - _th~ A~haean~ are 
close so that I am most unfortunate.' (B.) 'Yes, indeed you are a v1llam! (Od.) For 
I would/should I not return quickly, tobe thrashed like this is bad. I will go here 
and sit down and say that these things are easy even for those who are more able 
than I am.' (B.) 'It seems to me that you have prayed very much in character and 
as is typical of you, come to think of it!' ( Od.) 'Would that I had gone where ~q.ey 
told me 
10 go ... [not] preferred the bad to the good ... run the risk and obtamed 
divine glory ... going into the city and, discovering everything clearly, reported ~he 
things there back to the sublime Achaeans and the dear son of Atreus and, bemg 
unharmed myself ... ' 
In view of the state of the text and the difficulties of interpretation 
· volved the translation just given is only preliminary. In order to under-m , .h. 
stand the composition, we must familiarise ourselves one by one wit its 
elements. 
In line 1, mention is made of a 1rA6:vos, a 'roaming'. Although the 
Oxyrhynchus commentary preserves only the first two lett:rs of the word 
itself, the supplement is fairly certain since the lemma 1s s~bsequen~y 
glossed by the commentator with the synonym TIACXVTJ and w1th q:>A~ap1a 
'nonsense' (Epich. fr. 98.28 ); so 1rA6:vos must have been used metaphoncally. 
In line 2, someone talks about an encounter (crvVTvxwv), but it ~s only 
from line 3 onwards that things become clearer. The speaker says, usmg the 
optative, 'I could very easily do this or any other thing (fi ÖTt)', but then 
he interrupts himself adding 'but I see: the Achaeans ~re close so th~t I a~ 
most unfortunate ( 1rovT]p6TaTos)'. In between there 1s an exclamatlon Tl, 
wil;vp', 6:vtfiis 'why are you hurting me, you idiot!?', a parenthetical remark 
according to the Oxyrhynchus commentator (Epich. fr. 98.32: 5tc'x µfoov
22
) • 
Moreover, the commentary notes that line 5 is abrief rejoinder by a second 
speaker B whose ironic 'Yes, indeed you are 1r~v~p6s!'. ech~es the ~ord 
1rovT]p6TaToS used by A but this time employs it m 1ts peJorat1ve ~ense )'.ou 
are reallya villain!'. Then speaker A resumes again and talks about returnmg 
quickly' (eµ1raAiv X 6:vvcra1µ1) and about 'being thrashed' (6:Ao1ficr6a1) .. 
At this point we have reached the Vienna piece. Thanks to the last lme 
of a marginal scholion preserved on the Vienna papyrus we are able to 
understand lines 7-8. The words Ev6wv TE16E 6wKT]crW 'I will go here and 
sit down' are paraphrased by the scholiast with 1r6ppw Ka6e6ovµai 'I will 
sit down a little apart', and what follows is explained with 1rpocr1ro1iJcroµai 
22 On this technical sense of6ta µfoou cf. [Hdn.] fig. 31 (p. 120 Hajdu). If8ta µfoou referredto a 
briefremark by speaker B rather than a real parenthesis (thus Lobe! (1959) 41, Gentili (1961) 
335), the meaning of this remark would be utterly obscure. 
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1r6:vTa 6ia1re1rpäx6a1 'I will pretend23 to have executed everything.' In the 
original text we can therefore read AEl;ovµ' cmws24 p6:t6tv' e1µe1v TavTa Kai 
ToTs 6El;1wTepo1s Eµevs 'I will say that these things are easy even for those 
who are more able than I am.' According to the scholion, the last phrase 
is tobe understood as a little joke 1rapc'x 1rpocr60Kiav, replacing something 
like 'for those who are less able than I am' ( To"is ~µ9y fiTTocr( 1v) ). 
In line 9, actor B is speaking again, 6 hepos TWV v1r0Kp1Twv as the 
Oxyrhynchus papyrus puts it. He addresses someone in the plural (6oKehe): 
'it seems to me that you have prayed25 verymuch in character and as is typical 
of you, come to think of it!' Finally, from line 11 onward, the scene ends 
with a hypothetical wish introduced by wqie1Aov, 'would that I had', followed 
by a series of infinitives: (1) Ev6ev vcrmp EKEATJcr-, probably EKEATJcraVTo, 
'(would that I had) gone where they told me to go', (2) 6:ya6tKwv KaK<'x 
1rpoT1µ6:cra1 '(would that I had) preferred the KaK6: to the 6:ya6tK6:', for 
which we presumably have to insert a negation at the start of the line and 
read '(would that I had) notpreferred ... ', (3) Kiv6vvov TEAfocrm Kai KAEOS 
6eTov AaßeTv '( would that I had) run the risk and obtained divine glory' going 
into the city (µoAwv eis Ö:crTv), and (4) 1ravTa 6' ev craqiavews 1rv66µevos 
6io1s -r Axa101s 1rm6i -r ATpfos qiiAw1 ä:y., 6:1rayyeiAm '(would that I had) 
discovered everything clearly and reported it back to the sublime Achaeans 
and the dear son of Atreus'. 
What is to be done with all this? After Gomperz, who had already iden-
tified the play- correctly, as we now know thanks to the papyrus commen-
tary (cf. below on Epich. fr. 99) - but who had wrongly 'interpreted the 
text as information supplied by Odysseus to the inhabitants of the Troad, 
and reconstructed it as a semi-philosophical monologue' with the help of 
'supplements [that] were highly improbable, and were easily demolished 
by Blass',26 G. Kaibel was the first to try and reconstruct a coherent plot. 
Since Kaibel could not yet know the Oxyrhynchus commentary, he set 
off from the scholiast's explanation 1rpocr1ro1iJcroµa11r6:vTa 6ta1rmpäx6m 
23 Pace Stanford (1950) 168-9, and Phillips (1959) 60, irporriroti)rroµat can hardly mean 'I will 
imagine'. 
24 Cf. Cassio (2002) 76, citing Kühner and Gerth (1898-1904) 2.357-8, for the construction of 
öm,,, + accusative with infinitive; but note that the interpretation suggested below could also 
stand with Ael;ov[ VT1 ir]ws (thus V. Schmidt apud Kassel and Austin (2001) 61; cf. also Webster 
(1962) 85, Luppe (1975) 195) since Odysseus might envisage the Achaeans' bored reaction to 
his story. 
:: Or '1'.'anked with prayers': for this special use of emvxoµat cf. Soph. OC 1024. 
Cass10 (2002) 74, who is referring to Gomperz (1889) 4, and Blass (1889) respectively; the 
following brief sketch of the interpretive history of the piece is based on the fuller account by 
Cassio (2002) 74-6. 
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on the Vienna papyrus. AB Gomperz' atribution of the text to Epichar-
mus' '08vcro-Evs a1h6µoi\os was easily acceptable, given the mention of the 
Achaeans and the son of Atreus, Kaibel too suggested that the speaker was 
Odysseus, but he thought of an Odysseus sent to Troy as a spy in order to 
1r6:vTa 1rv6fo6ai Kai ä~ cmayyE{i\ai; out of fear of the enemy, however, 
Odysseus would have decided to disobey and would now be preparing a 
fictitious report. 27 
With the publication of the Oxyrhynchus find, Kaibel's theory was over-
turned. The existence of a second actor made the monologue idea impos-
sible. Also, the commentary seems to indicate, at least at first sight, that 
Odysseus, despite being close to the Achaeans, refuses to return because 
he dislikes being beaten: ov yo:p Eµ1rai\iv X 6:vvcraiµ' ovTws 6:i\01fjcr6a1 
KaK6v. Quoting E. W. Handley, A. C. Cassio has recently remarked on this: 
'Clearly, Odysseus is no longer the self-confident liar imagined by Kaibel, 
but .. "seems to be preparing some kind of cover story for an operation 
that has gone by no means according to plan"; in his speech there can be no 
room for triumphant tones.'28 
Even so, some points remain puzzling. Cassio admits that lines 9-10 are 
obscure: 'apparently a different actor (Diomedes?) addressed tp.e (absent) 
Achaeans as if they were present, probably rehearsing his own part of the 
cover story they both intended to tel1: At the same time Cassio detects 
some biter ironyin lines 9-10.29 With this one may agree, but would such 
irony not be out of place if Odysseus and his companion were preparing 
a 'cover story'? And if Odysseus has only just had the idea of preparing 
a 'cover story' in lines 7-8, how can his companion already rehearse his 
own role in lines 9-10, without any transition? Moreover, how could the 
folowing hypothetical wish of Odysseus (lines 11-16) be part of a 'cover 
story' when it openly acknowledges that the mission has not been carried 
out? In contrast, if we were to abandon the idea of a fictitious report, what 
should we do about the scholiast's paraphrase: 1rpocr1ron')croµa11r6:vTa 8ia-
1rmpäx6a1? And finaly, iflines 11-16 simply express Odysseus' despair, 
which for some reason is connected with the closeness of the Achaeans in 
lines 4-5, we have to postulate a major break in the argument: if Odysseus 
27 Kaibel (1899) 109; reconstructions along similar lines were subsequently favoured by Körte 
(1914) 12, Olivieri (1946) 37, Casolari (2003) 49-52, and Olson (2007) 48. 
28 Cassio (2002) 76, with a quotation from Handley (1985) 369. 
29 Cassio (2002) 77; the identification of the second speaker as Diomedes has precedents in Lobe! 
(1959) 41-2, Gentili (1961) 336, Webster (1962) 87, and Albini (1986) 16-17, but Webster 
cannot be right when he wants to refer Toio, Tw1xa1oi only to this 'Diomedes'. To understand 
lines 9-10 as an address to the audience (Olson (2007) 50) does not clarify things. 
T" ! 
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~ad foun~ a solution to his problems in lines 7-8, namely the prepara-
tlon of a cover story: he should certainly be more confident by no · line 11. 30 w, m 
Given these difficulties, we have to reconsider the entire issue from 
scratch. In particular we have to pay atention to six textual details that 
have been overlooked so far: 
Since Ti, w1i;vp', 6:v1fj1s 'why are you hurting me, you idiot!?' in line 4 is 
parenthetical, Odysseus' interlocutor31 must be hurting hirn at this very 
moment; hence, the two can hardly be companions. 
2 ~~  s~me antagonism is indicated by speaker B's 6:i\-X 6:i\i8iws 1rovripos 
Ei m h~e 5. A companion32 (such as Diomedes) would not cal Odysseus 
1rovripo5, but an adversary could wel do it. This is in line with what R. 
Kerkhof observes on lines 9-10:33 there a simple way of understanding 
the plural 8oKEITE (implying 'you and the likes of you' -whoever they are: 
perhaps the other Greeks) is to identify speaker B as a Trojan. 
3 OVTWS 6:i\orfjo-Bai KaK6v 'to be beaten like this is bad' in line 6 is 
explained by the Oxyrhynchus commentary with Ka-r' O:A.TJ6Etav Kai µ,; 
1rpocr1T01TJTWS, 'for real and not just for show' (Epich. fr. 98.41). Accord-
ing to K~rkhof, Odysseus would be thinking of a future beating that might 
happen 1f the Greeks discovered that he did not go to Troy.34 However, 
OVTWS 'in this way' more naturaly refers to a present beating.35 As we 
have just seen, speaker B is in fact hurting Odysseus at the moment: note 
the present 6:v1f\1s in line 4. We shal see later why Odysseus compares this 
present beating with a 'beating for show' ( 1rpocr1rotT)Tws). 
4 Stil in line 6 some punctuation is needed, either before or after oÜTws. 
The editors of PCG r suggest a colon.36 But the particle combination ov 
30 Gentili (~961) 336-7, and sirnilarly Salomone (1981) 68, suggest that Odysseus might be afraid 
of returnmg b~cause he was chased away by the Trojans before being able to bring his mission 
to an end; but m that case he would not have actively preferred the KaK6: over the 6:ya6tK6: (Epich. fr. 97.12). 31 The idea 'dass der Sprecher dies zu sich selbst sagt' (Kerkhof (2001) 125) is implausible. Both 
m Ep1ch. fr. 97.4 and m Ep1ch. fr. 98.32-3 the papyri have 6:v1fi, but a form of 6:vhiµ, 'to Jet oft' 
32 (rather than 6:v16:w 'to hurt') is metricaly im
possible. 
That Bis a companion i_s also ~ssumed by Berk (1964) 149, and Casolari (2003) 49 n. 6; only 
33 Luppe (1975) 197, asks m passmg whether the speaker is 'vieleicht soga
r ein Troer'. 
Kerkhof (2001) 127. 
34 K kh f( ) · , er. 0 2~01 126; c( Cassto (2002) 76: Odysseus does not want to go back because he is afra,d of bemg beaten.' 35 
!t is true t~at t?e _commentator (Epich. fr. 98.36-42) considers the possibility of taking oÜTw, 
ogethe_r wnh avvaa1µ(1) rather than 6:Ao1fio-Ba1; but note that, if aA01fio-Bai KaK6v referred 
36 unambiguously to a future beating, this would be a necessity, not just a possibilit
y. 
Kassel and Austin (2001) 61; cf. already Lobe! (1959) 41, and Austin (1973) 59. 
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y6:p can also introduce a question.37 Instead of saying 'I would certainly 
not go back', Odysseus would rather say 'Should I not rather go back? To 
be beaten like this is bad!' 
5 Jumping to line 15, what is said there andin the surrounding lines cannot 
be part of a fi.ctitious report to the Achaeans: for in that case we should 
find a second person vµeis instead of a third person Axaioi. The only 
possible addressees are either Odysseus himself (in a monologue) or one 
or several non-Greeks, for instance Trojans. 
6 Finally, TT)VEi in line 16 confirms that we are not dealing with the rehearsal 
of a 'cover story'. As H. L. Ahrens has observed, the Doric pronoun Tftvos 
does not exactly correspond to Attic eKeivos but is used for the near-
deixis;38 it is rather the equivalent of Attic wöe 'here, there, before one's 
eyes'. So when Odysseus speaks of reporting the things TT)VEi to the Greeks, 
he is positioning himself on Trojan ground. 
Let us now recapitulate what we know so far. At present Odysseus is being 
beaten by his interlocutor, who is perhaps a Trojan. The Achaeans are not 
far away, but this does not reassure him: on the contrary, it makes him 
most wretched ("rrovrip6TaT05). Because of the beating Odysseus wonders 
whether it would not be better to return as quickly as possible. In lines 
7-8 he fi.gures out a solution to his dilemma: he will pretend to have done 
everything (n6:VTa 81anmpax6a1). In the following lines, however, his 
tormentor makes ftm of certain prayers made by Odysseus and some other 
people who could be Odysseus' compatriots. Finally, the superiority of his 
anonymous interlocutor makes Odysseus formulate a hypothetical wish:
39 
'would that I had never preferred bad actions (KaK6:) to the actions of a 
gentleman (6:ya6tK6:)!40 would that I had dorre a heroic deed and obtained 
divine glory!' Obviously, the heroic deed would have been to go to Troy as 
a spy, to return to the Greek camp, and to report back to Agamemnon and 
the Achaeans. 
37 See Denniston (1954) 81-5, on 'progressive y6:p in questions', and cf. Denniston (1954) 85-6, 
on elliptical ov y6:p. 
38 Ahrens (1843) 267, with fu]l discussion; note the Doric equivalent of Att. EKETvos, i.e. Kfivos, in 
Epich. fr. 88.2 and [Epich.] fr. 276.6. . . . 
39 For the interpretation it is irrelevant whether a gap of four lines 1s tobe pos1ted between 
lines 10 and 11, as suggested bythe marginal scholion on Epich. fr. 97 (cf. Blass (1889) 260, 
Barigazzi (1955) 125-6). 
40 On the precise meaning of aya6tK6: see now Cassio (2002) 81-2, after Gomperz (1889) 8 
('virtuous conduct', not 'comfort'; cf. Phot. s.v. 6:ya6tK6: = AB 1.324.7 = Suda a 113: 6:ya6tK6:· 
Ta ,rnovoafo). Blass (1889) 261, supplements in lines 11-12 ai8'eywv] y'wcpeti\ov evOEV vo:rrep 
EKEi\f\cr[ avTO µe, eha µfi Tt] TWV 6:ya01KWV KaKa npoT1µ6:crat KTA. 
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Initially, all ofthis seems to contradict a well-established communis opinio: 
that Epicharmus based his plot on the episode of the spying mission with 
which Odysseus is entrusted according to Iliad 1041 and, with some diver-
gences, according to Odyssey 4 (lines 242-58) and the Little Iliad of the epic 
cycle. Proclus' summary of the cyclical version informs us that Odysseus beat 
himself up in order to make his own appearance less heroic and look like a 
more plausible deserter.42 Ever since the nineteenth century43 interpreters 
have taken it for granted that the Epicharmian title 'Oövcrcrevs avT6µoAos 
must point to a similar story-line: Odysseus as a spy and fictitious deserter. 
However, there is not the slightest support for such a theory. Any unpreju-
diced reader should rather conclude from the title as it stands that Odysseus 
really deserted.44 Once we accept this, everything suddenly falls into 
place. 
As in Iliad 10 the decision of Agamemnon and the Greek commanders 
to send Odysseus to Troy as a spy must have been the starting point of 
the plot. Odysseus refers to this decision when he says, in line 11, wq>EtAov 
evel:v öcrnep EKEAT)craVT6 µe 'would that I had gone where they told me 
to go'. Instead of acting accordingly, however, he preferred the action of 
a coward ( 6:ya6tKwv KaKa npoTtµ6:crat) and became a deserter: a true 
avT6µoAos, not a fictitious one. Presumably Agamemnon had told him to 
beat himself up in order to execute the mission more convincingly, 'having 
disfigured himself ( a1Ktcr6:µevo5 fovT6v) as Proclus has it in his summary 
of the Little Iliad. Understandably, Odysseus had disliked this idea just 
as much as the dangerous plan in its entirety, but now that he is being 
beaten not just 'for the sake of appearance', but for real, the Oxyrhynchus 
commentator appropriately contrasts the word oÜTWS in line 6 with an 
imaginary TIPO<YTTotT)TWS 6:Aotficr6at. 
41 Cassio (2002) 79, highlights several verbal parallels between Epich. fr. 97.13-16 and IL 
10.204-13 ( e.g. n6:vTa nv06µevos ~ n6:vTa w001TO, ä\j/ 6:nayyeii\at ~ ä\jl et,001, 6:crKT)Oi\s ~ 
6:crKT\01\s etc.). 
42 Procl. Chrest. 206 Severyns ( = Argumentum lliadis parvae I PEG, lines 15-17): D6vcrcrEVs -rE 
aiKtcr6:µevos ECTVTOV KaTCXO"KOlTOS eisli\1ov napayivrra1, Kai 6:vayvwptcrOeis ticp''Ei\evns nepl TfiS 
O:i\.Wcrews Tfis TT6i\ews crUVTi6eTat KTEivas ,E T1vas T&v T pWwv hri T0:S vaüs 6:<ptKveiTat 
'Odysseus, after having disfigured himself, comes to Troy as a spy, is recognised by Helen, 
makes arrangements about the seizure of the city, kills some Trojans, and returns to the ships.' 
Note that the disguise motive does not feature in the Iliadic version (where Odysseus and 
43 
Diomedes put on their füll armour: n. 10.254-71); cf. Kerkhof (2001) 123-4. 
44 
See Grysar (1828) 288, and Lorenz (1864) 135, and cf. also Schmidt (1888) 379-80. 
Cf. already Berk (1964) 146, without further explanation, and Barigazzi (1955) 121-9, who 
suggested that Odysseus had become a swineherd in Troy (cf. below on Epich. fr. 99), but who 
could not come up with a convincing overall interpretation because, before the publication of 
Epich. fr. 98, the monologue reading ofEpich. fr. 97.7-16 remained unchallenged. 
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So, at the point of our scene Odysseus has already left the Greeks and 
deserted to Troy. Unfortunately, though, he has somehow managed to rouse 
the anger of a certain Trojan who is now beating him. The place of the action 
must be the plain just in front of Troy ( cf. line 16 Ta TTJVE'i), from where 
Odysseus can still see how close the Greek camp is ( cf. line 4 Toi8E Tw1xa1oi 
-rreAas). He realises that he has made the wrong choice - and he hits upon 
the idea of returning: 'Should I not rather go back? To be beaten like this is 
bad!' (line 6). Tobe sure, the Greeks would be upset ifhe just came back as 
a repentant deserter. Hence he decides to pretend that during his absence 
he had done precisely what he had been told to do (Schal. PVindob. 2321, 
line 7: -rrpocr-rro1ricroµa1 -rr6:VTa 8ia-rrE-rrpax6ai). But for the time being, all 
this is just a dream, whereas the mockery and the stick ofhis tormentor are 
painfully real. 
Up until now, one crucial point remains open in this new reconstruction. 
What is to be done about the prayers of Odysseus + X to which the Trojan 
alludes in lines 9-10? And why is Odysseus being beaten by the Trojan? 
Fortunately, we may be able to find an answer in another fragment, which 
is transmitted by Athenaeus (Epich. fr. 99, from Athen. 9.374d-e): 
CEA<paKCX TE TWV YElTOVWV 
TOtS 'EAEvowio1s q,v;\acrcrwv 5aiµoviws ww;\wa, 
ovx EKwv· Kai TavTa 611 µE crvµßoAaTEVEt ß i1 E<pa 
TOIS AXCXi_lOICJIV 1Tpo6!66µEIV .' wµVVE µE TOV 6EA<paKa 
... tending one of the neighbours' pigs for the Eleusinia I lost it by bad luck, against 
my will; and so he now said I was making a deal with the Achaeans and he daimed 
I was selling the pig ... 
We know that Epich. fr. 99 followed shortly after the end of Epich. fr. 
97 because it too is covered by the Oxyrhynchus commentary (Epich. fr. 
98).45 This lucky coincidence is all the more important since Athenaeus 
names the title and thus confirms the ascription of Epich. fr. 97 to the 
'06vcrcrEVS m'.tT6µoAos. The speaker in the Athenaeus fragment may still 
be Odysseus who, upon deserting to Troy, appears to have been given the 
despicable job of a swineherd. After innocently losing one animal Odysseus 
fails to appease his Trojan employer who develops a conspiracy theory and 
suspects a deal between his new servant and the latter's Greek compatriots -
hence the beating.46 Thus, in the prayer mentioned by the Trojan in Epich. 
4s Cf. Lobe! (1959) 36, Willi (2008) 187 n. 78. 
46 Possibly one further, though anonymous, fragment ofDoric comedy (Anon. Dar. 16) also 
refers to this scene as it mentions a 'Phrygian', i.e. Trojan, who 'will beat you on the neck with 
r 
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fr. 97.9-10, Odysseus could have been asking the gods tobe spared after the 
disappearance of the pig; but the Trojan must have thought it was a prayer 
to conclude the transaction with the Achaean enemy.47 
By way of conclusion, we may now return to the more general ques-
tion concerning the character and nature of Epicharmus' comedy. A few 
observations on the language of the fragments discussed in this section may 
prove useful here. As elsewhere in Epicharmus ( cf. the introduction to this 
chapter), the basic language is common Syracusan, despite the fact that the 
words are placed in the mouth of an epic hero. The verb 6:Ao1fjcr6a1 'to be 
beaten up/thrashed', for example, is colloquial, and the same is probablytrue 
for the emphatic pronominal form TOVTOVTJ in Epich. fr. 97.1 or the adverb 
8 , .E.hf 48 a1µov1ws m pic . r. 99 .2. Next to these unremarkable features, however, 
there are also a few epic ones: not only the long dative Axa1ofo1v instead of 
Axaio'is in Epich. fr. 99.4 or the conjectural Ö:l.fl 'back' in Epich. fr. 97.16, but 
also and above all the expressions 8io1s Axaio'is, -rrai8i ATpfos cpiAC9, and 
KAEOS 6Efov in Epich. fr. 97.15 and 97.13 respectively. As far as we can tel1, 
there is no such epicism before line 13. Moreover all the epic echoes seem 
forced, laden with irony, as if Odysseus were quoting the 'official' wording 
of the original mission: 'Would that I had run the risk and obtained "divine 
glory", reporting back to the "sublime Achaeans" and to the "dear son of 
Atreus" ... !' By introducing this type of code-switching, Epicharmus dis-
tances the normal discourse ofhis comedy from the high-flown discourse 
of epic, and his play becomes doubly subversive: firstly because Odysseus 
feels, thinks, and acts like an ordinary person, an anti-hero49 with whom an 
average Syracusan will identify more easily than an aristocrat dreaming of a 
heroic past; and secondly because heroic language is defl.ated, denounced as 
empty, pretentious, but ultimately ridiculous. Thus, the tenor of the comedy 
is not very different from the tenor at the end of Aristophanes' Peace where 
Trygaeus ridicules the epic quotations ofLamachus' son by means of totally 
unheroic hexameters. For the Athenian Aristophanes this is exceptional, his 
target usually being tragedy, not epic. But the large number of para-epic 
titles which are attested for Epicharmus - titles such as Mri8E1a, '08vcrcrEVS 
vavay6s ('Odysseus Shipwrecked'), Dvppa Kai Dpoµa6EVS, LElpfjvEs, or 
h~ wooden stick' ( i'i 1raicm {-rv) ß61npw1 KaAivw, KaT Ta m<VTa <t:>pv~ av11p ); cf. Kaibel (1899) 
vu. 
47 h T at the Trojan may have surprised Odysseus during a prayer is also suggested by Epich. fr. 
48 
98.53 ]~, eia66w, ev~aµevov T1v6 'initially praying for something'. 
Cf. Willi (2008) 188-9, where further non-epic elements are indicated. 
49 The_ aprioristic denial of an unheroic Odysseus by Stanford (1950) is rightly rejected already by 
Bangazz1 (1955); cf. now also Casolari (2003) 52-4 and 205-7. 
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T pwE, - suggests that a comedy like the D8vcr<,EVS a(n6µoAos was anything 
but unusual in Syracuse sixty years before the time of Aristophanes. 
50 
Seen in isolation, this might be a fact without further significance, due 
exclusively to the 'historical contingencies' which should always be facto red 
into our reconstructions of the past, as argued by J. M. Hall in the first chap-
ter of this volume. In context, however, I would much rather see here what 
has above been called the 'colonial'51 dimension of Epicharmus. Both the 
early prominence of a literary iconoclasm directed against Homer as the cul-
tural authority KaT i:~ox11v52 and the emergence of comedy as the dominant 
communal genre in early fifth-century Syracuse - i.e. not just as the little 
sister of tragedy as in Athens - fit exactly the concept of'canonical counter-
discourse' which has been developed in modern (post-)colonial literary 
theory to describe the 'erosion of transcendent authority' and the 'con-
cem with ... all things parodied, piebald, dual, mimicked, always-already 
borrowed, and ironically secondhand' that characterise contemporary 
(post-)colonial literature. 53 And if we notice, moreover, that Epicharmus is 
not the only 'Westerner' who sets out to correct or overwrite Homer, but 
merely takes up, in yet another generic mode, the subversive theme of Stesi-
chorus' challenge to Homer and Hesiod in the Palinode, of Theagenes of 
Rhegion's proto-scientific allegoresis ofHomer, or ofXenophanes' mockery 
of Homeric theology,54 then it becomes difficult to deny in the work of all 
these men the presence of a conscious 'active agency' which is responding 
to a wish found specifically among colonists of all times and ages: to lay 
claim to the heritage of the mother-country, but at the same time to free 
50 On mythical parodyin Epicharmus see e.g. Lorenz (1864) 126-43, Pianko (1948), Reinhardt 
(1996), Kerkhof (2001) 116--29, Casolari (2003) 55-9, and Rodriguez-Noriega Guillen (this 
volume). 
51 Despite Hall's observations, the labe! 'colonial' remains usefu!; if there were a better one, it 
could be replaced, but as it is 'colonization' may refer quite generally to any process of 
collective settling in an ethnically (and linguistically!) foreign environment, without 
necessarily implying an 'organized, state-sponsored venture'. 
52 Note especially Xenophanes fr. 21Bl0 e~ apxiis Ka6'.0µ11pov µeµaßT)Ka<n navTes 'from the start 
all have been pupils ofHomer', as weil as the institution of official Homeric recitations in 
Syracuse already in the late sixth century (Hippostratus FGrH 568F5): cf. Cantarella (1967) 
52-3, Loicq-Berger (1967) 73-86. 
53 See Boehmer (2005) 237-8, and for the concept of'canonical counter-discourse' Tiffin (1987) 
22; cf. further Willi (2008) 326--7. 
54 On Stesichorus' 'epica altemativa' (Rossi ( 1983) 11) and his Palinode see now the discussion in 
Willi (2008) 51-118, on Theagenes e.g. Cantarella (1967) 54---62, and Ford (2002) 68-72, and 
on Xenophanes' revolutionary monotheism e.g. Lesher (1992) 78-119 (and cf. Willi (2008) 
163-6, on the reception ofXenophanes in Epicharmus). Cantarella (1967) 51, pertinently 
speaks of an 'atteggiamento di rottura ... caratteristico della cultura italiota verso Omero' an<;\ 
further compares the equally Western 'concezione simbolica degli dei omerici nei Pitagorici'. 
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themselves from the weight of that heritage and to oppose it with something 
new and something of their own. 55 
A Sicilian epilogue 
In theory, such a conclusion should be easy to accept: after all, it is 
firmly anchored both in the close analysis of the textual remains we have 
and in a series of typological observations made in the study of other 
'(post-)colonial' literatures. In practice, however, the temptation may per-
sist to read Epicharmus from a metropolitan, not a 'colonial', viewpoint. 
Mainly this is because we know so much more about metropolitan, and 
in particular Athenian, culture and literature. This is not to say that com-
parisons with what happens in the mother country should be avoided at 
all costs or can never be illuminating. In fact, we have seen in both of the 
above case studies that a familiarity with Aristophanes' comic techniques 
sometimes helps in guessing how Epicharmus' comedy may have worked. 
Yet, we must never forget that Sicily and the Greek West were not only 
geographically, but also culturally a world of their own. So, just as Aeschylus 
or Sophocles were primary reference points for any Athenian author of the 
late fifth or early fourth century, Epicharmus must have become such a 
reference point for later Sicilian authors. To rediscover this local reception 
of Epicharmus is of course nearly impossible when both the 'recipiend' and 
the potential 'recipients' remain in the shadow. Nonetheless, we may end 
this Epicharmian taster with one small sample of the autonomous vitality of 
this literary world in the west- a sample which allows us at the same time to 
redress the balance between Epicharmus and rhetoric and to perceive how 
tightly interwoven are all the themes we have touched upon in this study. 
Ironically, the only text in which we may find a direct echo of Epichar-
mus' '08vcrcrEv5 mh6µ0Ao5 is precisely a rhetorical one, written by his 
fellow-Sicilian Gorgias of Leontinoi, 'the father of those sophists'56 whose 
argumentative tricks were foreshadowed in Epicharmus' version of the av~6-
µEvos Myo,. Admittedly it is just a vague echo, but light-hearted vagueness 
is also exactly what we should expect from a writer like Gorgias. In the 
55 In fact, the relatively swift canonisation of Homer may owe much to the 'colonial' movement 
beginning more or less exactly at the time when the Homeric epics came into being; see further 
Willi (2008) 6-8, also on the 'in-between-ness' of colonial settlers (cf. Young (2001) 19), their 
double identitarian positioning against the 'native' and the 'metropolitan', and their converting 
56 
the peripheral 'there' into a central 'here' (cf. Boehmer (2005) 203-12). 
Cf. Philostr. VS 1.9.l (= Gorg. test. 82Al); Willi (2008) 264-305. 
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Apology of Palamedes (v1TEp Dai\aµ118ovs c'moi\oyia), Gorgias' Palamede
s 
has to defend himself against Odysseus, who has accused him ofh
igh trea-
son. Addressing the Achaean judges, Palamedes first stresses that
 he would 
never have betrayed the Greeks in order to avoid a risk (Gorg. fr. 82Blla.19 
Kivövvov q,evywv), even though, he adds, many others would t
o it. This 
remark, however unexpected it may be, might not on its own be
 sufficient 
to remind us ofEpicharmus' Odysseus who has indeed betrayed h
is people 
in order to avoid such a risk ( cf. Epich. fr. 97 .11-13 wq,EJi\ov [ ... ] Kivövvov 
TEi\foo-m). But Palamedes continues (Gorg. fr. 82Blla.20-l): 
crKE\jJacr6E oe Kai ,65E. TIWS ovK &v 6:ßic,)Tos rjv 6 ßios µ011Tp6:~aVT1 ,aih
a; Tioi yap 
,pa1TEcr6at µE xpf\v; TIOTEpov EIS TT]V 'Ei\i\6:oa; oiKT1V OCilCYOVTa ,
ois Tj0!KTlµEV01S; 
,is ö &v aTIEixn6 µov ,wv KaKWS TIETiov66,c,w; äAi\a µi§vE1v EV ,ois ß
apß6:po1s; 
TiapaµEi\f\crav,a Tio:v,wv ,wv µEyicr,wv, ECYTEpTlµEvov ,f\s Kai\i\iCY
TTiS ,1µf\s, lov 
alcrxicrTTll OVCYKAElat 016:yoVTa, TOVS EV TWl 1Tapo1xoµEVWl ßiwt TI
OVOVS ETI 6:pnf\1 
TIETIOVTlµEvovs 6:TioppiljJav,a; Kai ,av,a o( loµav,6v, ÖTIEp aicrx1cr,ov 6:vo
pi, ovcr-
TVXEiv 5l av,6v. ov µriv OVOE Tiapa ,ois ßapß6:po1s TilCYTWS &v O
!EKElµTlv· TIWS 
yap, OITIVES O:TilCYTOTaTOV epyov CYVVT11TJCYTav,6 µ01 TIE1TOIT1KOTI, 
TOVS cpii\ovs ,ois 
iox6pois TiapaOEOWKOTt; 
Take into account also the following: If I hacl clone these things, how w
oulcl my 
life not have been intolerable? Where coulcl I have gone? To Greece?
 In orcler 
to be punishecl by those whom I hacl wrongecl? Who of those who ha
cl sufferecl 
from it woulcl have sparecl me? Or shoulcl I have remainecl among the b
arbarians? 
Without caring for the highest goocls, completely clishonourecl, having a
 clespicable 
reputation, sacrificing all these efforts to be noble which I hacl macle th
roughout 
my life until now? Ancl all of this by my own fault, which is the most sham
eful thing 
for a man: tobe unfortunate out of one's own fault! I woulcl not even ha
ve enjoyecl 
the trust of the barbarians as they woulcl have known weil that I hacl clon
e the most 
perficlious thing: betrayecl my friencls to the enemy. 
Palamedes' reflections exactly mirror those of Epicharmus' Od
ysseus: 
only that the latter really faces the difficulty of not being able 
to return 
after a betrayal, he has really lost his honour, he is really unfortu
nate out 
ofhis own fault, and he is really treated without respect by the ba
rbarians. 
Later on, Palamedes even adds, as if taking up Epicharmus' wq,E
Ji\ov [µ11] 
6:ya6!Kwv KaKo: 1TpoT1µ6:cm1 (Epich. fr. 97 .11-12): ov ÖT)1TOV 1TpOCJT]KE1 TOVS 
ye q,povoÜVTas ef;aµapT6:vav TO:S µEyicrTaS o:µapTias Kai µäi\i\ov 
aipefo6m 
KaKo: 1Tp6 1Tap6VTwv 6:ya6wv 'surely, intelligent people must 
not make 
the biggest mistakes and prefer bad things over good ones that ar
e present' 
( Gorg. fr. 82Blla.26). And finally, the whole speech is crowned with a veil
e~ 
counter-accusation (Gorg. fr. 82Blla.27): 
·T" 
l 
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6:v,1Ka,T1yopf\crm OE crov Tioi\i\a Kai µEy6:i\a Kai Tiai\ma Kai vfo 
Tip6:crcroVTos 
ovv6:µEvosov ßovi\oµm· (ßovi\oµm yap) ov ,ois CYOISKaKois ai\i\a ,ois Eµois 6:ya6ois 
Ö:Tio<pEVYEIV ,riv ahiav ,aVTT1V. 
I clo not want to make accusations against you in turn, even though I c
oulcl clo it 
as you have committecl grave miscleecls both some time ago ancl recentl
y ... ; for I 
want tobe acquittecl here not because of your wrongcloings, but because 
of my own 
goocl actions. 
Gorgias, or Palamedes, does not spell out what Odysseus' 'rece
nt mis-
deeds' before Troy have been. Thanks to Epicharmus a Sicilian au
dience at 
least would have known, as we now do. And thanks to Epichar
mus they 
would also have been able to fully appreciate Palamedes' skill in m
akino the 
weaker position stronger, TOV f\TTW i\6yov KpEhTw 1TOlE1v- for Epicha
r:rns 
had introduced them to the tricks of'sophistic' rhetoric before Ari
stophanes 
or Plato were even born. 
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